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Framing Instructions:
Custom Sauna Room

These instructions give guidelines for framing in a typical custom sauna room. Some Sauna 
components, such as Sauna Heaters and Benches need proper support nailers inside wall for 
support behind T&G paneling. This will ensure safely supporting the weight of several sauna 
users on benches as well as a wall mounted heater full of sauna rocks (may be up to 110 
lbs). Every custom sauna is different so it is up to the builder or contractor to use their best 
judgment in many cases to properly plan the framing and support nailers with all of the sauna 
liner components in mind. Saunas should have proper venting, consisting of an outlet vent 
1/3 up from floor and an intake vent on opposite wall near sauna heater (to heat incoming 
cold air) or use a ½” gap under the entrance door. Wiring a sauna typically consists of high 
voltage to the sauna heater or contactor box, separate wiring for wall mounted sauna controls 
and 110v for a sauna light.

Warning:
Always wear protective eyewear when working with construction tools. Always wear 
proper breathing mask or respirator when sanding sauna woods, especially Cedar.

Tools Needed

• Tape Measure
• Hammer or Air Nailer Gun
• Level
• Framing Square
• Screw Gun or Cordless Drill

• Screw Bits
• Pencil
• Miter Box Saw or Miter Saw
• Nail Punch

Note: Insulation and Wiring / Electrical Connectors are typically not included with sauna kits.
Purchase these items locally from a Home Center or Hardware Store. Use highest R value fiberglass 
insulation appropriate for framing wall thickness, for example 2x4 wall uses R13. Ceiling has higher 
heat loss so run a 2nd layer of batts in the other direction across the studs for a total of R26, allowing 
proper breathing space for any recessed light fixtures or control boxes. Consult an electrician for 
wiring sauna heater and light.

Before you begin framing in the walls make sure to draw a basic sketch plan of the sauna 
room layout to make the building process smoother.

The typical sauna framing should have 2x4 construction with standard 16” centers. It is 
recommended to use treated 2x4’s for the base or sill plate to protect the structure from 
moisture. SPF 2x4’s will be a suitable material for the rest of the framing. For saunas that 
have one or more solid walls such as brick or concrete, firing strips or nailers will have to be 
securely installed on these walls.
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For Horizontal Paneling:  16” centers should be used for horizontal paneling installation.  
Install extra blocking for wall rails, pillars, vents, and heater. The typical sauna will have 
bench heights of 18” bottom 36” top. To determine bench rail nailer height subtract the bench 
thickness from the bench height. Example: basswood bench thickness is 1 ¾” so the rail 
height for the bottom bench will be 16 ¼” off of the finished floor.

For Vertical Paneling:  16” centers should be used for vertical paneling installation as well,
except you will need to add extra horizontal blocking or nailers. 2x4” nailers are typically used 
with the wider face flush with studs so there is a 3 ½” area to nail paneling to. Place nailers 
approx. 1/3 up wall from floor and 1/3 down from ceiling. So each vertical T&G paneling 
board will have a minimum of 4 nails holding: at top, bottom and 2 nailers 1/3 from top and 
bottom.

Example of typical Sauna Bench 2x6” 
support nailers as room is being framed 
with a 7’ ceiling height.

Consider finished floor height (wood tile or 
duckboard, etc.) when determining 2x6” nailer 
support locations. Typical bench top heights 
are 18“ and 36” from finished floor (for 3rd tier 
configurations 54”). Also keep in mind the top 
tier bench should be ‘up in the heat’ so if ceiling 
height is higher or lower than 7’ (84”) adjust 
tiers evenly as needed so there is comfortable 
headroom approx. 42-46“ from top tier to 
ceiling.

Typical Superior Sauna benches are 1-3/4” 
thick. For example, at standard bench heights, 
the top of the wall mounted bench 
rails will be 16-1/4” and 34-1/4”. From here, the 
top of the 2x6” support nailers should be raised 
1” so they are easy to hit. 

After T&G paneling is installed, the longer 
screws for the wall mounted bench rails should 
easily find a support nailer to
securely hold bench seats.

Note: Remember to refer to the Sauna Heater 
installation guide to install proper support nailer backing for wall mounted sauna heaters.
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The standard ceiling height should be 7’ for maximum heater efficiency.  In some cases 
the ceiling can be 7’ 6” finished to accommodate for three tiers of benches.  In most cases 2 x 
4 construction will be adequate but for spans of over 8’ or outdoor applications 2 x 6 
construction should be considered.  In structures where the ceiling height is higher than 7’ it 
is recommended to install a drop type ceiling to 7’.

It is important for optimum door performance to have the doorway framing to be as plumb 
and square as possible.  Install Double 2 x 4’s on both sides of door opening and a 2 x 4 
header board.  For our standard 24” x 72” all glass door the recommended rough opening
size should be 28 ¼” x 75”.

In a basement or room with limited ceiling space where a wall cannot be built on the floor and 
lifted into place you will have to build the wall in place.  To do so begin by cutting the top and 
bottom plate to length and start marking 16” stud centers and doorways ect…..Using this 
method all studs will have to be “toe nailed” into place.  

Next fasten the top plate to ceiling joists and then the Base Plate to the floor.  In a concrete 
basement you will need to use masonry fasteners to attach the base plate.  Make sure to use 
a level when installing the top plate so that it is parallel to the base plate.  Cut the studs to 
size and toe nail into place.

Sauna Framing Tips:

1.) for quicker framing assembly, cut two boards to 14 1/2” to use for spacers in between the 
studs (for 16” centers)

2.) for ease of installing nailer support blocks, pre-drill nail holes that are to be toe nailed.

3.) do not notch any studs to accommodate nailers. This will weaken the structural integrity of 
the Sauna.

4.) Wall corners need to have a non structural corner nailer installed to fasten paneling to.

5.) Add paneling thickness to desired finished room size to get Rough Opening framing size. 
For example, a 7’x7’x7’ finished sauna will need a rough opening of 7’ 1-1/2” x 7’ 1-1/2” x 7” 
¾” ht. (with Aspen paneling at ¾” thick).
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